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1. RESEARCH QUESTION 
This study examines the ways in which students’ portfolios from three different programs at 
DePaul University showed evidence of their engagement in metacognition or metacognitive 
reflection while completing their regular coursework to obtain a degree.  
 
As part of our participation in Cohort VII, taking into account our common interests and 
DePaul’s new Learning Goals and Outcomes, we worked with students from three units 
within the University: 
 

1. Adult learners who have just returned to school to complete their 
undergraduate degrees in the School for New Learning (SNL) 
2. First-year undergraduates enrolled in the first-year writing course within 
Writing Rhetoric and Discourse (WRD), and  
3. Graduate student teachers in the College of Education (COE) 

 
The team formulated the following research question: How do students demonstrate 
metacognition in their ePortfolios? In other words, we sought to understand in what ways 
students demonstrate awareness of their learning process in their digital portfolios. In 
formulating this research question, we defined metacognition as the knowledge of 
information or action that has been learned in the past and, through the learner’s 
monitoring, is applied strategically in future scenarios (Flavell, 1979, Livington, 1997). We 
were not looking simply for demonstrations of learning (i.e., submitted assignments or 
products that meet different curricular standards or goals) but rather for evidence that 
students were aware of their learning by discussing strengths and weakness, effective and 
ineffective strategies, learning progress over time, etc. in the different materials included in 
their digital portfolios.  
 
 



 
2. PROCESS OF INQUIRY 
Initially, we attempted to use a common rubric adapted from the LaGuardia Community 
College’s model to evaluate the SNL, WRD and COE ePortfolios (Eynon, 2009). After 
piloting the use of the rubric on a small group of ePortfolios, the research team discovered 
that too many changes had to be introduced to the rubric to accommodate the traits of each 
group of ePortfolios. The rubric did not feel common; it was not useful to describe evidence 
of learning awareness in the different digital portfolios across units. Yet, as a team, we 
observed evidence of metacognitive processes, or reflection, in the ePortfolios crafted by 
all three student populations. We then decided to analyze nine student ePortfolios using a 
coding process in an effort to describe metacognitive indicators. This resulted in a 
codebook that included nine codes/indicators of metacognition in students’ ePortfolio posts. 
We used the codebook to code the nine ePortfolios again, a process that led us to refine 
and combine the initial nine codes into four markers of metacognition and one addendum: 
  
Marker 1. PAST/PRESENT/FUTURE 

• Connects/transfers a prior learning experience to a present or future one  
• Analyzes how to apply learning in future 
 

Marker 2. PROCESS/STRATEGIES 
• Discusses process of learning (e.g.,  “I tried X, Y, Z”, iterative, steps taken) 
• Explains the efficiency/effectiveness of learning tools/strategies/shortcuts 
• Analyzes the role of "players" in learning (coworkers, teachers, peers, friends, family) – 
aka references "Communities of Practice" 
  
Marker 3. STRENGTHS/WEAKNESSES 
• Assesses one’s strengths and weaknesses: For example, specific skills, ways of thinking, 
or actions: "I failed,” “If I had not done X,”  “Monitoring" 
  
Marker 4. EMOTIONAL 
• Discusses affective experiences – “I felt,” “I love” 
• Discusses values – “I believe” 
 
E. MULTIMODAL ELEMENTS/LINKING 
• There is an explicit connection between the image/video/audio piece and the text; an 
explanation for inclusion is provided. 
• A multimodal element is included, but the author assumes that the connection will be 
made by the reader. 
  



For the final analyses, we coded 30 ePortfolios, ten from each participating program, noting 
examples of metacognitive markers on each page. These ePortfolios were randomly 
selected from a pool of students who 1) had responded to a survey on their ePortfolio 
experiences and 2) included permission for their ePortfolios to be shared with a variety of 
research audiences.  
 
Once the metacognitive markers were charted, analyses indicated that, while all markers 
were present in all three groups, their incidence varied. That is, some markers were more 
commonly observed in certain groups of digital portfolios.   
  
Marker 1: PAST/PRESENT/FUTURE - Discussions of Chronology 
This code was most frequently observed in the SNL and COE students’ ePortfolios. 
(SNL=62, COE=67, WRD=42)  
 
Examples: 
COE: These emerging teaching professionals reflected upon experiences that inspired 
them to become teachers or upon experiences that shape the teacher that they hope to 
become. 
  
“Many of my students have rarely, if ever, been told that they could be exceptional. They’ve 
never had a teacher hollering for them to “get out of the middle.” While I may never bellow 
that motto at my students and send them running for cover, I like to believe that Mr. E.’s 
really cry will sound on each day in my classroom . . .  “Get out of the middle!” bellowed Mr. 
E., my honors history teacher, on the first day of high school.” 

SNL: These adult students have a variety of career goals but also reflect upon the influence 
of past experiences on their goals for the future. 
  
“Having spent most of my career in large corporations, I found myself looking for greater 
meaning in my work. By happenstance I attended a speaking engagement by Kevin Close 
who at the time was CEO of National Public Radio. He discussed the mission of NPR and 
their work, and I felt myself come alive. I decided in that moment to pursue work that makes 
a difference...I love my work because it is worthwhile” 
  
Marker 2: PROCESS/STRATEGIES - Discussions of learning processes 
This was the most frequent marker of metacognition used by students in all groups. We 
coded 226 total uses of Marker #2, more than 50 uses above the next most frequent 
marker  (SNL=98, COE=68, WRD=60). 
 
 

  



Examples: 
SNL: “With the help of numerous articles in UX Magazine and from across the web, I hope 
to explore the differences between these two design types and how the movement from 
skeumorphic to flat design is going to affect application development.” 
  
WRD: “The main skills that I practiced during this assignment was utilizing available 
resources to find credible sources for my research and writing rhetorical précis’ for each 
source allowing brief, but detailed, information on the sources and their relation to my 
topic.  This was beneficial for two reasons: one, having a rhetorical précis for each source 
allows me quick access to information I want to use in my research paper, and two, I know 
each source has valid weight to back up my argument.” 
 
COE: “Afterward, I resolved to always include in my plans contingency work and transition 
activities that students can do while they wait for others to finish, and to communicate to the 
students ahead of time what I expect them to do once they finish an activity.” 
 
Marker 3: STRENGTHS/WEAKNESSES - Discussions of strengths and weaknesses  
This marker was the most consistently recorded across all three populations (SNL=56, 
COE=44, WRD=38). We found that students in all three populations discussed strengths 
and weaknesses while reflecting on learning experiences: 
 
Examples: 
COE: “Once I started student teaching I quickly realized that the students did not view me 
as an authority figure.” 
 
SNL: “I am empathetic for others, and I am a diligent worker.” 
 
WRD: “I have bright ideas for what I may want to do, like a Dreamer.  However, I have 
thought through some of the ideas, and have begun to formulate ways for accomplishing 
my goals, like a Dabbler.” 
 
Marker 4: EMOTIONAL/AFFECTIVE – Demonstration of emotion and/o discussion of 
affective experiences and values. 
We found the greatest variation among the three groups in the number of times we coded 
students’ digital portfolio materials for this marker (SNL=61, COE=46, WRD=25) 
 
Examples: 
SNL: “Balance between work and fun is the most important part of my life, as I do not want 
to leave this earth wishing that I had not worked so much.” 
  



SNL: “I am most inspired by people who reach for their dreams, especially those who do so 
against all odds. To be challenged in the face of adversity and forge-on is something to be 
admired. To some degree, I am one of those people. I haven’t stopped dreaming; there are 
goals I want to achieve and against all odds I will continue to strive to achieve them to 
fruition.” 
  
From the data above and survey results, together with our team debates, the following 
findings and working hypotheses emerged: 
 
3. MAIN FINDINGS 
 

a. The assignment matters 
In the data above, the high incidence of Marker 2 across all 3 groups could be explained 
by the fact that ePortfolio assignments across the three programs prompted and 
scaffolded students to engage in learning process descriptions as well as discussion of 
strategies applied across different learning scenarios or experiences. 
 
We also noted that SNL students were most likely to be coded with marker #4 Emotional. 
This could be attributed to the fact that the program builds on individual students’ personal 
journey as the basis on which students complete their education, plan and often switch 
degree and career paths. The focus on/frequent reference to personal histories is likely to 
evoke and thus describe and refer to emotions strongly.  
 
Similarly, marker #2 was more commonly observed in WRD students’ portfolios.  The 
WRD faculty noted that the reflective assignments asked WRD students to describe their 
process as part of their overall self-evaluations, and thus, we coded many of their writing 
portfolios as including Process/Strategies. 
 
Marker E was more commonly observed in COE ePortfolios than in the other groups. 
This higher incidence can be explained by the COE assignment requirement that 
students include multimodal elements in their professional digital portfolios. COE 
students were shown multimedia models that included multiple examples of multimodal 
text, such as internal and external linking, videos, Prezi presentations, and images. COE 
students participated in discussions focused on best practices in composing ePortfolios, 
and were strongly encouraged to explore the affordances of the digital medium to 
strengthen their portrayal of their professional educator persona to potential audiences 
(i.e., potential employers). 
 

  



b. ePortfolios: The particular and the general picture of learning 
Digital portfolios can both be illustrative of what is distinctive about students’ learning in 
individual units and can speak to a more general higher education learning experience at 
the institutional level as well.  
 
While some markers appear with much higher frequency for specific populations, all of 
the markers were present in the 30 student ePortfolios we analyzed. Digital portfolios 
capture information that is useful to faculty at the unit level and to administrators at the 
institutional level when it comes to documenting students’ awareness and reflection on 
their growth as learners. 
  

c. The “e” piece 
We believe that our most robust and interesting conversations centered on the 
multimodal elements of student portfolios. We were fairly adept at identifying our markers 
in students’ traditional, alphabetic text. Even though we needed to calibrate a bit in order 
to agree on how to qualify something as either a marker #2 Process/Strategy or a marker 
#3 Strengths/Weaknesses (as the two often overlapped), we were able to come to a 
common understanding. 
  
Establishing a common interpretation of multimodal elements took more time. For 
example, one student’s inclusion of an image of Mount Rushmore in conjunction with text 
on leadership prompted quite a dialogue: Did the student pull this image out of thin air? 
What Google search on “leadership” led her to this image? Did she set out to represent 
our Founding Fathers as an extension of her text, or is her inclusion of the image 
attendant? Did we need explicit, in-text connection between ideas and image for the 
image to post to be considered true example of “multimodal” communication? 
  
The “e” pieces always added a more complex and interesting layer to the portfolios, but 
we continue to explore what that layer is, what it means, and how to best foster and 
interpret it.  
 
4. THE VALUE OF YOUR RESEARCH FOR YOUR EPORTFOLIO PRACTICE 
Our research process was most valuable to us because of the peaks and valleys we 
experienced in crafting our methodology. When we first tried to create a rubric to establish 
a common instrument, we were frustrated to find that the rubric led to more separation in 
how we were reading ePortfolios than providing us with common lenses. 
 
Shifting to the creation of a codebook was crucial. The markers gave us common language, 
and we were able to make meaningful connections in what we saw across our students’ 
work. As we fine-tuned our interpretation of the markers, we had fruitful conversations 



about our reading practices, our own theoretical and pedagogical groundings, and how we 
value the various affordances that students use in crafting their digital work. 
 
Finally, as we discuss some of our emergent findings with other faculty at DePaul, we 
realize that the articulation of these descriptive markers of metacognition might be useful to 
faculty who do not typically teach to scaffold or ask students to engage in this kind of self-
reflection but might be interested in doing so – with or without using ePortfolios.  
 
5. THE VALUE OF YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THE COALITION FOR YOUR RESEARCH 
AND/OR PRACTICE 
Participation in the Coalition allowed for the collaborative construction of knowledge about 
the connection between ePortfolios vis a vis teaching/learning processes and assessment. 
Discussion of common questions surrounding the use and application of ePortfolios despite 
the wide variety of contexts was enlightening. The critical friends sessions were particularly 
useful in unpacking ideas and clarifying underlying queries.  
 
6. PLANS FOR DISSEMINATION AND/OR APPLICATION OF FINDINGS 
We plan to write two articles from our research: one will focus on the codebook for markers 
of metacognition and how these characteristics can be identified and encouraged in digital 
portfolios. The second article will focus on visual literacy practices we saw as readers of 
our students’ ePortfolios.  
 
7. NEXT QUESTIONS EMERGING FROM YOUR INQUIRY 
The members of this research team come from the three areas in our university using 
ePortfolios the most: First-Year Writing, College of Education, and School for New 
Learning. As ePortfolio usage increases in other units within the university, we are 
interested in observing if and how the markers of metacognition are found in the work of 
students in other disciplines. 
 
While fine-tuning the markers of metacognition, we spent the majority of our time 
discussing our ePortfolio reading practices, especially connected to reading multimediated, 
layered digital texts. We assume we were not alone in this line of inquiry; in fact, our 
Coalition colleagues assure us that we are not. There is not much literature on how readers 
digest, cope with, understand, translate, and evaluate the rich texts made possible through 
digital tools. Many of us are skilled at appreciating different types of media, but appreciation 
is different than interpretation or, perhaps more starkly, assessment. Since digital portfolios 
are often a means of assessment, we need to find ways to move from appreciation to 
sophisticated interpretation. 
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